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Winter Stars by Emily Van Rassel, Grade 12

When the golden beam returns to his rest,
And the iced silver eyes shiver and cry,    
We will call ourselves ambitious at best,
And we will believe in no chance to try.

The snow upon the road thickens with ice,
So we shelter our ears with muffs to hide,
Watching leaves tumble below like small dice, 
From wicked wind that fuels their rapid glide.    

But as we think it will always be dark-
Cold eyes sleep and uncover stars so bright; 
Their beams so dim yet, they still leave a mark,  
Shimmering the snow below with their light    

We catch up to summer and watch birds fly- 
With fire in our chest, we learn to try Ashley Ethier, Grade 12

Rebecca Legault, Grade 12 Ryleigh Brown, Grade 12

Special thanks to the office staff for printing assistance



A Pile of Bricks Can Make Me Cry by Tori Henry, Grade 12

There was a red brick house near the end                  
of the road, with a great window                         
that looked out on the park just                                 
across the street-- a slide                                           
that swirled, and a blue                                                    
tunnel to hide in-- Behind that                              
glass, upon that hardwood floor, …                    
is where I once stood… In front                                
of those, what were they…?                  

beige curtains? It’s starting to fade away 
now, all the times I’ve had, the feeling of 
the carpet, the colour of the walls. It pains me for
not being unable to recall… The red dining 
room, in which I was a picky eater. The kitchen
where I did the dishes with Grandma. What colour
where the kitchen walls…?
what were the colours… 
That made up my childhood home? 

        The Weeping Creature by Rida Alzahran, Grade 12

The blue ellipsoid creature lost in darkness, 
Weeping for the Creator's help. 

Leaving oceans of tears, 
Staining its surface with bright blue, 

Breaking apart, 
Pains throughout its continental body, 

Every continent dealing with its own unbearable pain. 

Its body long ago invaded by one same divided race virus, 
Over time diseases spread, 
Each continent with its own, 

Killing, injustice, racism, climate change, and more. 

Frightened and trapped, 
Spinning around the burning fusing star, 

Fearful of getting too close and dying. 
Trying hard to stay safe in orbit, 

But the savage virus is just too high. 

The virus has taken over its pure body, 
Consuming it leisurely, 

Leaving no peace or happiness behind, 
But only blood and pollution, 

Directing it closer to the fusing star. 

Every time it begins to settle safely in orbit, 
The alpha of the virus changes, 

To spread hatred and ignorance. 

 The creature has become hopeless, 
While spinning around the fusing star infinitely, 

 Getting closer daily.

The creature is in urgent need of the most      
                   merciful,  the Creator’s help. 
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Lasalle Happenings

Hailey Nadeau is a grade seven student with a passion to create things in the 
hopes of giving back. Hailey has been making keychains and ornaments to 
honour her older brother, who recently recovered from cancer and got a wish from 
the Make-A-Wish Foundation.  Hailey’s items are available in select stores, like The 
Candy Store in downtown Sudbury.  

All proceeds are donated to the Make-A-Wish Foundation, who applaud her efforts to 
help make other kids' lives better: 

“Thank you to Hailey for giving back to help grant 
more wishes to children with critical illnesses.”Abby Laporte, Grade 9



  

The Birch Forest by MacKenzie Roberts, Grade 12

Listen sharply for the winter chorus,
high up above the silvery birch trees.
It’s quite crowded in this lustrous forest,
lively creatures of all kinds live with ease.

Their tails of fiery crimson frolic,
as the whimsical foxes dance in snow.
They play carefree and with nimble logic,
leaving trails of wee paw prints as they go.

Scarlet holly sprawls along evergreen.
The hymn of the chickadees sees no end.
From trees to critters and all in between;
All bask as featery snowflakes descend.

The birch forest helps my soul rekindle,
I lay here watching as my life dwindles.

Emilie Lefebvre, Grade 10 Alex Piche, Grade 10

Winter Nights by Mackenzie Roberts, Grade 12 

    Heavy silvery snowflakes
    Drifting gingerly
    Descending from the night sky,
    Illuminated by warm street lights.

 
    Winter coats and wool mittens
    Hands interlaced
    Dainty snowflakes reflecting in icy blue eyes,
    Falling in love on luminous winter nights

This poem won the Wordstock 2020 
Youthwords Writing Contest. 

Congratulations Mackenzie! 

Photo by Kandice Doyle, Grade 11 Photo by Kylie Roy, Grade 11
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